The Image of Success

As we search for the keys to success, we hear some familiar things: set goals, work hard, practice, make attitude adjustments, etc. Most of us know that and some even do those things with varying degrees of success. So what's missing?

The one thing we all have in common is that we create in our minds an internal picture of our life. We all are living the life we have determined to live through the images we have accepted and internalized. You see, we think in pictures. Words that you hear or read are converted into a corresponding image in your mind. Whenever we accept as true an image, that image is then (continued on page 2)
transmitted into our subconscious mind.

Once the image is in our subconscious mind, it literally becomes the programming that runs our life and determines our actions, which ultimately determine our results. So, you may want to lose weight, but if you do not change the image of yourself in the subconscious, then you will not accomplish your desired result.

Why? Because it is the subconscious mind that generates the feelings that govern your actions. We all know that our actions determine our results. This is why you may work out a few days but quickly give up. This is why you may work the business a few months only to give up.

The image many have on the inside is that of failure instead of success. In order to change our results, we need to change our internal image. For the rest of this article and to learn exactly how to change your image, log in to the back office area of ForMor.com.*

Change your image and watch success come to you.

*To login, go to www.formor.com. In the upper right-hand corner of the page, click on the login button. Enter your ID# and password (if you do not have a password yet, click on the “Request a Login” button). Look for the download links.
Now Available:
THE UNCOMMON DOCTOR
BY DR. J. JOSEPH PRENDERGAST, MD

We hope to make Dr. Joe’s new book, “The Uncommon Doctor,” a best-seller. Dr. J. Joseph Prendergast, MD takes the reader through several key stops on the road to healthy living. As Dr. Joe takes you through his own personal wellness discovery, you will discover your own path to health and healing.

Learn about medical breakthroughs for diabetes, heart disease and more. Find out how to develop a healthy lifestyle and dramatically improve the quality of your life. Get your copy today.

CODE 518
PRICE $20

Special
HEALTH DISCOVERIES
RADIO SHOW
WITH TODD BATES
AND DR. J. JOSEPH PRENDERGAST

Get this highly informative audio CD from a recent Health Discoveries interview by Todd Bates. Listen as Dr. Prendergast shares his experiences and research of arginine. Everyone should hear this powerful message.

ITEM #694
1 CD FOR $5
ITEM #695
100 PACK FOR $100
Conference Call Schedule

**MONDAY**
*Spanish Leadership Call*  7:30 pm CST
Join Double Diamond Steve Moretta and other Hispanic leaders on this weekly leadership call.

**WEDNESDAY**
*Spanish Opportunity Call*  7:30 pm CST
Join Double Diamond Steve Moretta and other Hispanic leaders on our weekly business opportunity call.

*Distributor Call*  8:30 PM CST
Join Platinum Diamond Elite Ragon Moore. Ragon has been full-time in network marketing over 10 years and is a million dollar earner in ForMor.

**THURSDAY**
*Business Opportunity Call*  8:00 PM CST
Join Platinum Diamond Todd Bates for an overview of the ForMor International opportunity. Todd will also explain the financial plan and take questions.

*Pulsewave Technology Call*  9:00 PM CST
Join Platinums Mark Rosales and Todd Bates for an overview of Pulsewave Technology. Todd and Mark, a pulsewave technology expert, explain how this technology can help explode your ForMor business.

**SATURDAY**
*Spanish Training Call*  10:30 am CST
Join Double Diamond Steve Moretta and other Hispanic leaders on our weekly business opportunity and basic training call.

Conference Call number:
620-294-3000 pin # 9683

**INFORMATION**
*Member Service: 888-270-4794*